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Uncomfortable Results fromSpacetime Diagrams"
ABSTRACT
Lorentz spacetime diagrams are a geometric way of showing motion over time
where various World-lines record a faithful representation of an object's
motion, as a traced out path
A Spacetime diagram purports to show how motion looks from the perspective
of something which is itself moving. They represent a singular perspective
when that Observer's World-Line is a situated on the straight, upright 'timeaxis'.
However, there are many discrepancies with the formulation of Spacetime
diagrams which allow for incorrect assumptions about time dilation and length
contraction, which I will demonstrate in this essay.
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Uncomfortable results from Spacetime diagrams
PART 1 A general look at inconsistencies.
Spacetime diagrams are designed to explain how physics describes motion
from a moving perspective.
They assume to provide an illustration of the properties of space and time in
the special theory of Relativity. They attempt to allow a qualitative
understanding of the corresponding phenomena like time dilation and length
contraction, but without mathematical equations.
Their contention is based upon a belief that 'constant time snapshots' from
one person's perspective are not 'constant time snapshots' from another
observer's perspective; that the further away one is from an event , the more
out of sync, for them, is that event.
That is, that event, for the two observers, is no longer simultaneous.
Therefore, unlike a regular distance-time graph, the distance is displayed on
the horizontal axis and time on the vertical axis.
Additionally, the time and space units of measurement are chosen in such a
way that an object moving at the speed of light is depicted as following a 45°
angle.
In this way, each object, like an observer or a vehicle, traces a certain line in
the diagram, which is called its World-Line, where each point in the diagram
represents a certain position in space and time, called an event.
Spacetime diagrams represents a singular perspective when that Observer's
World-Line is a straight, vertical line (t) that passes through x = zero
However, there are many discrepancies with the formulation of Spacetime
diagrams which allow for incorrect assumptions about time dilation and length
contraction, which I will demonstrate in this essay.
I begin with a diagram representing myself (light blue arrow) on the upright
time-axis and, on this graph, I also record the velocities and directions of other
Observers, that is, of each person or object's motion.
Following this I construct similar graphs whereby I examine the circumstances
from the perspectives of the other Observers by moving their World-lines to
coincide with the, then vacated, time-axis.
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Diagram 1; The motions of several observers depicted on a flat graph.
Here we have my (Light-Blue) World-line on the time-axis. The mauve, darkgreen and dark-blue World-lines represent the motion of others from my
perspective,
The red lines represent a record of the speed of light.
Every large graph square along the horizontal distance-line, (one unit) is equal
to 299,792 kilometers; that being the distance light travels in one second.
The units up the time-axis are seconds per same 'graph-square'. Thus 'c' is
recorded at a 45 degree angle.
The horizontal green lines represent 'second by second' distances that
equate with the horizontal, black, distance line of the graph, tagged to the
same units. These are termed 'constant time snapshots'.
According to the physics of this transformation I am travelling through time
(upwards) only, but not through space (to the right or left). Therefore, at this
moment, I appear to have no velocity, although Relativity insists that a
Spacetime diagram shows how motion looks from the perspective of
something which is itself moving.
However, relative to me;
Mauve's velocity is 2 units per 6 seconds.
Green's velocity is 3.5 units per 6 seconds.
Dark Blue's velocity is 5 units per 6 seconds.
And light is moving at 6 units per 6 seconds
(I am choosing 6 seconds, rather than one second, for ease of reading at this
scale).
Now we come to constructing a similar graph, in order to examine the overall
circumstances from the Mauve Observer's perspective, by moving their
World-lines to coincide with upright time-axis.
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At first sight it would appear that a Shear transformation would be appropriate
to do this, by moving all the elements (and the green tagged lines) to the left
by 2 units. (at the 6 second line).
However, this kind of transformation fails to deliver, as all the velocities are
altered equally including the speed of light, which we know should remain
constant at a 45 degree angle. A Shear only works when both dimensions are
space dimensions.

Diagram 2; A shear transformation fails to accommodate for the constant
speed of light
The answer which physics now relies upon is a Boost transformation, which
both stretches and squeezes the graph to bring (in the case of diagram 3) the
Mauve line to the upright axis, without upsetting the angles for light.
Physics requires that, during the Boost, this system abandons the initial black
horizontal distance line, but maintains the validity of the parallel green tagged
lines, when they become subsequently warped; along with the World-lines of
the associated protagonists.
During this essay I am going to include paragraphs in blue, entitled WEAK
POINT, which question the various assumptions derived from these diagrams;
As you will see from the following 'boosted' diagrams, the 'warped', green
lines, when no longer horizontal, have their 'tagged' units change in both their
length and height. They become spaced out completely differently.
However physics insists that the World lines of the attached Observers do not
change in length and height, if solely compared with the tags on the nowangled, green lines. Thus this allows for the notion that all observer's Worldlines continue to be moving at the same speed as before.
The concomitant results of these time and length changes are dealt with in
Part Two.
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LIGHT BLUE's (my) PERSPECTIVE
I now Boost from my position (light-blue World-line) on the time-line, being
pushed to the left, to allow for the Mauve Observer's perspective to come into
play, in order to determine the comparative motions of the other protagonists,
relative to Mauve. Diagram 3.

Diagram 3; (a) Light-Blue defers to Mauve
Now we see that the relative distances between the four World-lines still
match, providing we refer only to the tags on the distorted, green, 6 second
line. Any correlation to the graphs own black 'x' axis is no longer considered
valid.
Also, it is, by this new arrangement, where my own velocity is acknowledged.
We see that I travel 2 distance units per 6 (green-line) seconds. (but on the
left hand side of the graph).
WEAK POINT.
I must have had this velocity whilst lying long the upright time-line, as I cant
have suddenly accelerated, just because the Mauve Observer is being
investigated. If we hadn't experimented to find out Mauve's perspective, my
own velocity would have remained a mystery.
Next we construct a similar graph, to examine the overall circumstances from
the Green Observer's perspective, by moving their World-line to coincide with
the upright time-axis, thus shifting me (light-blue line) even further to the left.
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Diagram 4; (b) Light-Blue defers to Green
The investigation of the Green Observer's perspective involves a greater
degree of the graph's distortion, but which keeps Green to the 6 second
marker on the time axis, and is still preserving the 45 degree line for Light.
With a further distortion we can discover the differing motions of other
Observers from the perspective of the Dark-blue observer.
This boost (diagram 5 below) requires an even more extreme distortion of the
tagged-green reference lies, in order to align the Dark- blue arrow, at a
maintained height of 6 seconds, on the time axis.
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Diagram 5; (c) Light-Blue defers to Dark-Blue
WEAK POINT
What relevance do the time divisions on the upright time-line have now?
If we have abandoned the horizontal axis, do we now ignore the vertical axis?
MAUVE's PERSPECTIVE
So far we have dealt with adjustments based upon the opening notion where I
(Light-Blue) initially occupied the time-axis, where my World-line was a
straight vertical line that passed through x = zero, from which we visited the
perspectives of the other Observers.
But supposing initially it was the Mauve Observer who wished to make
observations of the other Observer's motions with her World-line- her startposition- occupying the time-axis?
Below (diagram 6) we have those particular circumstances for the Mauve
Observer, pre any distortion. The graph is similar in layout to the start-position
graph for me (Light-Blue) in diagram 1.
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Diagram 6; The Mauve Observer initially occupies the time axis.
Now, from this new situation, supposing we wish to discover Green's
perspective, by boosting from that of the Mauve Observer. To achieve this, I
apply the accepted procedure to bring Green to the time axis, displacing
Mauve.

Diagram 7; (a) Mauve defers to green
OK, so this is Mauve giving way to Green, but supposing, next, the Mauve
Observer is replaced by myself, (Light-Blue arrow) from the left.
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Diagram 8; (b) Mauve defers to Light-Blue.
Substituting the perspectives of other Observers clearly can influence,
fundamentally, the shape of Spacetime diagrams.
Accompanying World-lines can occupy either side of the time-axis it seems,
and can also totally ignore the heights and distances, once considered crucial,
of the 'x' axis of the basic graph.

Diagram 9; (c) Mauve defers to Dark Blue
When Dark Blue moves to the 6 second marker on the time-axis, again the
graph becomes more distorted.
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GREEN's PERSPECTIVE
And now the Green Observer wants his perspective of events. So we find him
initially on the upright time axis, pre any distortion.

Diagram 10; Green initially occupies the time axis.
Above we have Green in the stating-gate, and, firstly, Green gives way to
Dark Blue from his right.......

Diagram 11; (a) Green defers to Dark Blue
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Then Green, from his upright, time-axis, position, (diagram 10), gives way to
Mauve, arriving from his left. Diagram 12 below.

Diagram 12; (b) Green defers to Mauve.
Then Green, from his initial, upright time-axis, position, (diagram 10), gives
way to Light-Blue, arriving from his left. Diagram 13, below.

Diagram 13; (c) Green defers to Light-Blue
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Very well, so we have had the initial experiences of Light-Blue, Mauve, and
Green, each time offering results from their having moved away from originally
occupying the time-axis, to give way to their accompanying observers.
Lastly we have Dark-Blue, initially, on the vertical time-axis; showing the 3
moves he must make, from that vertical axis, for each other Observer to
occupy that upright position in turn.
DARK BLUE's PERSPECTIVE

Diagram 14; Dark Blue initially occupies the time axis
Again we start by displaying the perspective of the Dark Blue Observer,
showing his straightforward appreciation of the motions of the other
protagonists.
And from Dark-Blue's initial perspective, he boosts his position to allow the
Green Observer to occupy the time-axis.
With each boost it seems correct to make sure that each Observer's length
arrow secures itself to the time-axis at the 6 second mark, as we have been
doing above.
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Diagram 15; (a) Dark-Blue defers to Green
The Green Observer, now on the time axis at 6 seconds, (above) again
affects the relationship of all the other Observers, as this experiment's initial
observer, Dark-Blue, moves to the right.

Diagram 16; (b) Dark Blue defers to Mauve
When we come to the final change of position for Dark-Blue, (a boost to my
Light-Blue observer's perspective) we see what an incredible distortion is
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required of the graph 17, (below) in order to achieve the position of 6 seconds
on the time-axis, for the newly-arrived, Light-Blue Observer.
In fact the warped-green 'tagged' lines now stretch far beyond the limits of this
A4 paper, and the distance between each individual tag, (which initially stood
at one unit apart, pre-distortion) have been stretched to equal 4 units, when
compared to the black, distance-lines below them, that were used, and
considered important, at the outset. (Diagram 17)

Diagram 17; (c) Dark-Blue defers to Light-Blue
So this is where the serious questions arise.
COMPARISONS
In the diagrams that follow, comparisons are made between graphs showing
the initial, starting perspectives for each of the Observers we have been
discussing above. Clearly it is quite arbitrary which observer we choose at the
start to occupy the time-axis, before any boosting takes place.
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In diagram 18 below we have the four situations from Mauve's perspective,
(whilst occupying the upright, time-axis), followed by the common time-axes
for Light-Blue, for Green and for Dark-Blue.
And we find that, in each Observer's case, none match.
WEAK POINT
Surely, graphs, representing a particular observer, having a common time-line
position and a common perspective, should present exactly the same results
for the motions of their accompanying Observers.
An observer's perspective, (whilst occupying the time-axis), cannot be
dependant upon their arrival direction to that position.
Once being situated upon the time-axis, the concomitant factors regarding the
motions of the other observers, must always match, if Spacetime diagrams
are to be considered acceptable. A change in an observer's previous location,
(from which they have moved, to reach the time-axis), cannot provide different
results.
Below, diagram 18, we have the 4 common circumstances of Mauve being
aligned to the vertical time axis.
However, as you can see from this collation, there are four different
interpretations of the velocities and times for 'Light-Blue', 'Green' and 'DarkBlue', relative to Mauve's position on the time-axis.
Which version is true?
When we come to discuss time dilation, later, this becomes extremely crucial,
as, for example, relative to Mauve, the other observers can either be above or
below Mauve on the time-axis; thus having time pass faster and slower!
Clearly this cannot be acceptable.

Diagram 18; collated from above, Mauve's common time-axis position.
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And we have, in diagram 19, below, Mauve's, Green's and Dark-Blue's
conflicting times and velocities, as seen from Light-Blue's perspective, in the
four different circumstances we have explored earlier.

Diagram 19; collated from above, Light-Blue's common time-axis position
In order to maintain the 6 second height for the Observer residing upon the
time-axis, extraordinary stretching of the graph have been accomplished.
The further the new observer has to move to find themselves situated upon
the time-axis, the greater the distortion of the graph.
The greater this distortion, the greater the differences in the perspective of the
particular, time-axis occupant.
And below we have a compilation of Green's dissimilar Perspectives;
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Diagram 20; collated from above, Green's common time-axis position
Again we have very different times and motions for 'Light-Blue', 'Mauve', and
'Dark-Blue', in what should be a common perspective for 'Green'.
And, finally, the four crazily different perspectives encountered by the DarkBlue's Observer.

Diagram 21; collated from earlier, Dark-Blue's common time-axis position.
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Here, the extent of the stretched, green-tagged scale, for the lower left image,
is way off the page; providing a crazily different set of 'time and space' figures
from the adjacent graphs.
It is clear that in examining the perspective of a single observer, situated upon
the time-axis, viewing other accompanying World-lines, results in
unacceptable differences, in what should be a single, identical, perspective
from that viewpoint.
However, these differences are accepted by physics and are moulded into the
concepts of length Contraction and Time Dilation, which we investigate next in
Part 2.
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PART 2
TIME DILATION from Spacetime diagrams
CLOCKS
And now we come to the earlier issues, whereby those previous coloured
World-line arrows recorded different times up the vertical time-axis, whilst
being located, and attached, to the highly-distorted, green-tagged, distancelines.
Time dilation compares the time of the same events in the new perspective,
and it pairs with distance dilation which compares the positions of the same
event in the new perspective
If we look back again to the inconsistent results in the comparison diagrams
18 to 21 (repeated in the collations below) we see that each individual
observer's arrows all point to different heights, as measured on the time-axis,
for a common occupant of the vertical time-axis.
For example, in diagram 22, we have;
Light-Blue's perspective of the time dilation affecting Dark-Blue, as being; 6,
8, 10.5, and 19 seconds.

Diagram 22; The differing times associated with Light-Blue's perspective.
And, below, diagram 23, is Dark-Blue's perspective of the time dilation
affecting Light-Blue; shown variously as; 6, 7.5, 10, and 18 seconds.
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Diagram 23; The differing times associated with Dark-Blue's perspective.
Dark-Blue's perspective of the time dilation affecting Mauve relates to; 6, 7,
8.5, and 13 seconds. (no diagram)
And so on.
WEAK POINT ?
These results are completely inconsistent.
Any single observer's perspective of the time-change of another's World-line,
must match.
The time-difference for each other observer, whose World-lines are not
situated upon the time-axis, must always provide the exact same figure, when
being the sole perception of the time-axis observer.
The time difference for Light-Blue relative to Dark-Blue has to be the same no
matter who surrendered the time-axis position to Dark-Blue.
There can be no variable results.
If associated calculations for time dilation can differ, then time dilation has no
credibility at all.
ROCKETS
Now I continue the argument to include rockets.
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Diagram 24; three rockets on the 6 second line
Let us name the upright black numbers as 'Earth-seconds' and the vertical
gaps between the green-lines as 'rocket-seconds'. (for their own Reference
Frames).
The left hand rocket has a velocity of 3 units in 6 'rocket-seconds', which
coincides with 'Earth-seconds'.
The central rocket has no velocity attached.
The right hand rocket has a velocity of 4 units per 6 'rocket-seconds', which
coincide with Earth-seconds'.
Again we apply the Lorentz Transformation to bring the left-hand rocket to the
6 second height on the time-axis. (diagram 25)
Now the left-hand rocket has no velocity attached.
The central rocket is 4.5 units in 8.5 'Earth-seconds' (but still 6 'rocketseconds')
The right-hand rocket is 10.5 units in 12 'Earth-seconds'.
However, if we continue to find relevance in the 6 seconds of the rocket's
experience, then that rocket, travelling 10.5 units in 6 seconds, is faster than
light.
WEAK POINT
If we agree here that the gaps between the once-horizontal, green-lines can,
in certain circumstances, provide unfeasible answers; can no longer delineate
permanent 1 second spaces, then we should abandon their use completely.
As the above example demonstrates, their ubiquitous use can provide
impossible readings. Therefore, how can we ever expect to rely on results
from any warping of the 'constant time snapshots', as the 'faster than light'
condition above, proves that they can no longer be relied upon to record,
positively, any kind of 'constant' value?
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Diagram 25; The rockets have been rotated to align with the Earth time axis.
It seems clear that we cannot use the 'rocket-seconds' (its own 'referenceframe') for these calculations.
It only makes sense, for the right-hand rocket, if we, more realistically, note
that it has covered a distance of 10.5 units in 12 Earth seconds.
WEAK POINT
The justification for time dilation and length contraction demands that we
expeditiously dance about between calculations, using either the Earthseconds or the distorted rocket-seconds, whichever is the more expedient, in
order to endorse the points physics seeks to prove.
But if we stick to either 'Earth times' OR rocket times, for these results, and
do not duck and dive between them, then the whole notion of warping the
green, distance-lines has to be abandoned.

LENGTH CONTRACTION with Spacetime diagrams
Length contraction is the (believed) phenomenon that a moving object's length
is measured to be shorter than its proper length, and is only noticeable when
the object is travelling close to the speed of light, where the shrinkage is only
in the direction of travel.
Length contraction compares positions in the same time according to the new
perspective.
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To examine this, I add another rocket to the coloured arrows of the various
Observers above, in order to conduct further experiments which require the
use of the Lorentz Transformation in this Spacetime diagram.

Diagram 26; from Dark-Blue's viewpoint, a rocket lies between the World-lines
of Light-Blue and Mauve.
Clearly this rocket is impossibly long, being 2.0 times the distance light travels
in one second, but this scale helps, by exaggeration, the assertion of length
contraction.
If we take the centre of the rocket as a marker, then its velocity is 4 units in 6
seconds.
Now supposing we look at the boost we made earlier, whereby Light-Blue was
boosted to get Dark-Blue to the time-axis;
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Diagram 27; from diagram 5c (Light Blue defers to Dark Blue)
Then, in keeping with the Transformation, we will have to stretch the added
rocket similarly. Its length, according to the green-tag, distance-markers is still
2 units.

Diagram 28; Adding the rocket to diagram 27
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So far we have just dealt with Dark Blue's perspective of a deformed rocket.
For the next part of the experiment, we look at the Light-Blue's perspective of
a rocket, similarly situated between itself and Mauve.
Again taking the centre of the rocket as a marker, its velocity is shown to be 1
unit in 6 seconds.

Diagram 29; from Light-Blue's viewpoint a rocket again lies between the
World-lines of Light-Blue and Mauve.
And if we similarly look at an earlier image, (diagram 17c) to achieve Light
Blue's perspective, of a boost from Dark-Blue to Light-Blue;
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Diagram 30; from diagram 17c
To which we now we add our second rocket to this boosting. (diagram 31)
So we have our rocket extended to the right, but still occupying only two of the
green-tag, distance-markers.

Diagram 31; Our rocket is affected by the boost from above. (diagram 30)
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Rather than go through all the combinations we have established earlier,
(compilation diagrams 18 to 21) we can apply all those boosts once more with
the inclusion of either rocket.
Below (diagram 32) we have the established versions of Dark-Blue's distorted
perspectives into which our rocket has been introduced, under the same
deformation.

Diagram 32; Compilation; The differently stretched lengths of the 'LightBlue/Mauve, World-lines' rocket, from the perspective of Dark-Blue.
This compilation is followed by the various established versions of Light-Blue's
perspectives of the 'Light-Blue/Mauve, World-line' rocket;
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Diagram 33; Compilation; The differently stretched lengths of the 'LightBlue/Mauve, World-line's' rocket from the perspective of Light-Blue.
WEAK POINT
Even before completing the final revisions required by the Lorentz
Transformation, we have inconsistent sizes for the rocket from a single
viewpoint.
These diagrams appear to conflict with the notion of length contraction, as is
claimed for this adventure.
However physics requires a further amendment; saying that the front and the
back of the rockets, pictured above, are no longer occurring at the same time,
because the rocket moves between the times when the measurements are
taken.
The further away from you an event is, the more out of sync it is. The front
and the back of the rockets are, therefore, no longer simultaneous.
To determine the rocket's contracted length, physics insists, we need to
measure each end of all three rockets from a similar time position.
(But for these calculations, physics insists upon adhering to the original
numbers on the time-axis, abandoning the green-tags).
Thus, we achieve slightly shortened lengths- providing the rockets' final
contracted size, with both their nose and tail situated on the same time-line.
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Diagram 34; A compilation of the differently contracted results of the 'LightBlue/Mauve, World-lines' rocket from the common perspective of Light-Blue
Originally, from diagram 29, the rocket was 2.0 units in length. But from the
perspective of Light-Blue, above, the rocket has a variety of new (non)
contracted lengths.
From diagram 34;
If Mauve's perspective gives way to Light-Blue's perspective the rocket has a
length of 2.3 units.
If Green's perspective gives way to Light-Blue's perspective the rocket has a
length of 2.8 units.
If Dark-Blue's perspective gives way to Light Blue's perspective the rocket has
a length of 6.5 units.
WEAK POINT
When Light-Blue occupies the time-axis, there is no hard and fast dimension
for the "Light-Blue/mauve World-line's" rocket.
AND
All are longer than the original craft.
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Diagram 35; A compilation of the differently contracting results of the rocket
of the "Light-Blue/Mauve World-lines", from the common perspective of DarkBlue.
Remember, from diagrams 26, and 29, the rockets were both 2.0 units in
length. But, here, from the perspective of the Dark-Blue observer, the "LightBlue/Mauve, World-lines rocket" has also a variety of newly (non) contracted
lengths.
If Green's perspective gives way to Dark-Blue's perspective, the rocket has a
length of 2.0 units. (no change).
If Light-Blue's perspective gives way to Dark-Blue's perspective, the rocket
has a length of 5.8 units.
If Mauve's perspective gives way to Dark-Blue's perspective, the rocket has a
length of 2.8 units.
Which one is correct? Who dictates the particular World-line to be boosted to
allow Dark-Blue to occupy the time-axis, in order to make length contraction
viable?
WEAK POINT
When Dark-Blue occupies the time-axis, there is no hard and fast dimension
for the 'Light-Blue/Mauve, World-lines' rocket; there will be as many variations
as there are initiating circumstances.
AND
none have had their length contracted.
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Similar conflicting figures result from applying rockets to each end-arrow-point
of all the other World-line observers, in each of the four compilations. Which
would give sixteen possible (non) contracted lengths for each rocket.
This is clearly unacceptable physics. The notion whereby Spacetime diagrams
are considered to trace out paths which are a faithful recording of an object's
motion, are herewith denied as the results are inconsistent. If more than one
answer is possible the system is, therefore, invalid.
CONCLUSION TO parts 1 and 2.
If a spacetime diagram is to show how motion looks from the perspective of
something which is itself moving, why is it considered that a warped diagram
explains that more clearly?
Each time we have attempted to use the Lorentz Transformation we have
begun with looking at the 'constant time snapshots' for the observer situated
upon the time-axis, and then distorted them in order to keep light at a 45
degree angle.
Below we review those original, undistorted, images to ask the question; "if we
can put each observer's arrow upon that upright time-axis, each in turn, what
are we gaining by warping those green horizontal lines each time?
Each initial diagram, collated below, (diagram 36) clearly shows each
protagonist's motion, relative to the fixed time and distance axes, as well as
depicting the relationship between one another.
Earlier we have denied the use of the 'Shear Transformation' because of its
inability to maintain the constant speed of light.
Maybe the Lorentz Transformation's boost is also faulty, as the distortions it
imposes gives inconsistent results for everything apart from light speed.
Perhaps these initial images, (diagram, 36) are the only graphs that can
correctly display relative movements in space, whereby each observer has to
be drawn separately, on the time-axis, without requiring any distortion to bring
another observer to that upright line?
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Diagram 36; Relative motion as experienced by the central observer's
World-Line.

Part 3
The importance of the expansion of the Universe in the composing of spacetime diagrams.
ONE DIMENSIONAL SPACETIME DIAGRAMS
We have been dealing with the more complex Spacetime diagrams; those
which incorporate the Lorentz Transformation.
At its most basic level, a spacetime diagram is merely a 'time vs position'
graph, with the vertical axis referring to time and the horizontal axis giving
spatial coordinate values.
Implicit in these flat graphs is the linking of 'time' and 'space', exploiting
Einstein's / Minkowski's notion that the more one uses up of one, the less
there is available of the other. And this allows mathematics to avow that if all
the space is used up, then there will be no time expended, (and vice-versa)
However, physics concomitantly maintains an uncomfortable belief which
should have an effect upon the structure of spacetime diagrams. And that is,
there is "no time for light".
It is believed that, from the perspective of a travelling photon, there is no such
thing as time. This stems from exaggerating the notion that the faster
something moves, the less time passes; such that, at 'c', no time passes at all.
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Someone watching something travel close to the speed of light will see their
own times and distances as normal, but someone travelling with that fastmoving object will see that they travelled a shorter distance for a shorter
amount of time than the observer who remained at rest.
All the distances along their direction of motion will be gradually contracted to
a single point, such that that traveller (and light) would not experience any of
their journey through time.
A "no time for light" consideration would have 'light's line' lying directly along
the 'y', space- axis, as there is no upward movement considered upon the
time-axis.
This hypothesis clearly conflicts with the idea that a 45 degree angled line
represents the speed of light, on a Spacetime diagram.

Diagram 37; this is a spacetime diagram, as suggested by Brian Cox.
This notion also conflicts in one further way, with what we have dealt with in
part 1 and 2, when it concedes that this image purports to show one observer
solely and permanently travelling up the x axis; exclusively experiencing a
change of time, and having no movement at all in space, whilst the spaceshuttle, is shown to be moving both in time and space.
WEAK POINT
If the Lorentz transformation were to boost this seated-observer's position
from the upright World-line, (being replaced by the space-shuttle pilot's Worldline), then the seated observer's motion would be made obvious, as would be
the temporarily 'static' condition of the shuttle.
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Diagram 38; The Lorentz Transformation applied to Cox's image
It is the conditional belief that light speed follows the 'y' axis that allows Cox,
carelessly, to draw out the shuttle's curved direction as initially being lower
than a 45 degree angle.
WEAK POINT
But light, does pass through space, during which, 'time' is consumed. We
record that light travels at 299 792 458 meters a second, where we are
compelled to include a time factor in its spatial consideration, as exemplified in
the graphs of parts 1 and 2.
Also, we use the speed of light to determine the age of the Universe, so we
have both aging and distance attributed to the concept of 'time'.
But we don't need to boost the seated observer away from the 'x' axis to know
that that he also has a motion that cannot be ignored. He accelerates through
space, along with the remainder of the Universe.
This dismissal of a universal movement may, initially, have been posited when
the Universe was considered to be static, (Einstein's circumstance) but a new
concept is required now that Hubble and others have confirmed the
acceleration of a Universe in an expanding motion.
Therefore any graph emulating Cox's hypothesis for the Twins, above, is
totally erroneous, falsely depicting circumstances which allow for the
implication that;
a) one observer may be 'still' and
b) that "for light, for time, no time passes".
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So, to avoid the mistake of attaching light's path to the 'y' axis, and to include
the inevitable influence that the expansion of the Universe must have on
Spacetime diagrams, I offer the following.
The new model must be that;
a) Nothing can ever be considered to have no motion in space, so no object
can ever be situated precisely upon a perfectly upright 'x', (time), axis, and
b) nothing can be situated directly upon a perfectly horizontal 'y', (space), axis,
as nothing can have no time at all.
I know that there is a belief that there could be galaxies having more than the
Hubble radius, (approximately 4.5 gigaparsecs or 14.7 billion light-years, away
from us) which might have a recession speed faster than the speed of light,
but for the purposes of this paper I consider that 'c' is the cosmic speed limit.
Therefore, on any graphs depiction of motion, all events must be placed to the
right of the upright 'time' line, when also correctly located above the speed of
light diagonal, whilst continuing to refer to the figures on the horizontal 'space'
/ 'distance' line.
The angle for light need not be 45, but, of course, has be shown to travel one
light-year's distance in one year.
Thus, 'space-time' graphs must be inclined to the right, such that the 'x' axis is
angled to reflect the movement and expansion of the Universe. (diagram 39)

Diagram 39; Nothing in the Universe can be located in the grey areas of a
'space-time' graph.
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My contention is that, if we are to use such graphs as these, in discussing
time, light-speed and distances, then the above grey sections are no-go
areas.

ESTABLISHING THE TIME-AXIS ANGLE
Now I hope to establish just where those limits should be. That is, at what
angle should the 'time-line' be situated, in order to allow anything within the
graph to relate to the overall motion of the Universe?
Our observable Universe, as we know it right now, is 92 billion light years in
diameter. At 13.8 billion years of age, that's how far we've managed to come
to date.
The universe's expansion is the increase in distance between any two given
gravitationally unbound parts of the observable universe, with time.
We understand that the universe expands exponentially, whereby a galaxy 10
Million parsecs away from us, with an expansion rate of 55 kilometers per
second, per megaparsec , will appear to move away from us at 550 kilometers
per second.
Over time, then, it will move farther and farther away.
When it's 10 Mpc away, it recedes at 550 km/s.
When it's 20 Mpc away, it recedes at 1100 km/s.
When it's 40 Mpc away, it recedes at 2200 km/s.
When it's 80 Mpc away, it recedes at 4400 km/s.
Clearly, the more that time goes by, the farther away the remainder of the
galaxy becomes, and the faster it recedes from view.
This means that for every million parsecs of distance from the observer, the
light received from that distance is cosmologically red-shifted by about 73
kilometres per second (160,000 mph); or approximately, 1.5 billion miles a
year.
I now look at the several various measurements that have been suggested for
the Universe's expansion, and from these I will determine the acceptable
angle for the 'x' axis of a 'space-time' diagram.
The Ph.D. astrophysicist, Ethan Siegel maintains that;
"A galaxy 10 billion light years away will have its light reach Earth after 10
billion light years. When that light reaches Earth, that galaxy, however, will
then be at a 16 billion light years distance. During the time of that light's travel,
expanding space has pushed all the unbound objects apart. This includes
practically every distant galaxy outside of the local group".
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Diagram 40; Ethan Siegal's figures for the expansion of the Universe.
This claim would appear to allow that in the 10 billion years that light took to
reach earth, the light-emitting galaxy both expanded and moved away from us
by a distance of 6 billion years. Which appears to allow that the universe's
expansion is at three-fifths the speed of light.
This rather dramatic claim is illustrated as the green line on the graph below,
where the red line represents the passage and speed of light.

Diagram 41; Various opinions regarding the percentage of expansion of the
Universe.
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The blue and mauve lines are dealt with now.
i) In 2001, Dr. Wendy Freedman determined space to expand at 72 kilometers
per second per megaparsec, meaning that for every 3.3 million light years
further away from the earth you are, the 'matter' where you are, is moving
away from earth 72 kilometers a second faster.
ii) In 2015, another team, using observations of the cosmic microwave
background, determined the rate was 67.8 kilometers per second per
megaparsec.
iii) In June 2016, NASA and ESA scientists reported that the universe was
found to be expanding 5% to 9% faster than thought earlier, based on studies
using the Hubble Space Telescope.
iv) In 2017, The H0liCOW estimate puts the Hubble constant at about 71.9
kilometers (44.7 miles) per second per megaparsec.
v) The most precise measurement ever made of the speed of the universe's
expansion is at a rate of 74.3 plus or minus 2.1 kilometers (46.2 plus or minus
1.3 miles) per second per megaparsec
I understand that all these five, close calculations, confirm that, for every 3.3
million light-years, the universe's expansion is at a 74 kilometer-per-second
rate.
This equates to; 1.5 billion miles per year; agreeing with the red-shift result
from earlier.
Light travels at 5.88 trillion miles per year.
1.5 billion is 1/3920th of 5.88 trillion.
3920th of 'c' gives us a percentage of 6.666%
These values are represented on the above graph, diagram 41.
Stephen Hawking in his book, "A Brief History of Time", states that the
universe is expanding by 5 to 10 percent every 1 billion years, based on
measurements of the velocities at which other galaxies are moving away from
us, using the Doppler effect.
And this is confirmed by Donald J. Koterwas of the Department of Earth,
Space, and Graphic Sciences, West Point, USA, when he says;
"It is logical then, that the size of the universe (determined by the radius) can
be expanding at approximately the speed of light while the galaxies are
moving apart from each other by only 7 percent over 1 billion years as we
observe today. Since this value corresponds with the actual value of
approximately 7 per cent over 1 billion years, the model appears to be an
accurate model.
The interpretation of 10% is shown as the mauve line on the above graph.
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David Rothstein, from the Astronomy Department at Cornell University works
in millions of years, rather than millions of light-years when he similarly claims
"the measured value of the Hubble constant as being 0.007 percent per
million years, which means that every million years, the distances between
galaxies all stretch by around 0.007 percent. as indicated by recent
observations".
The blue line on the graph below (diagram 42) illustrates Rothstein's value, on
a smaller scale graph.
It relates well to the previously listed results ( 'i' though 'v' ).

Diagram 42; Hawking and Rothstein's calculations for the expansion of the
Universe.
Now we have an idea as to where to position the pseudo-upright 'x' axis on
our 'space-time' diagrams.
I now scale down these graphs to a degree where the numbers are more
conducive to examining physical issues. Firstly to hundreds of light years.
(diagram 43)
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Diagram 43; Blown-up details from above graphs in diagrams 41 and 42.
The diagram 44 below reduces the scale further to depict only one hundred
light-years in 'time' and 'distance'.
One light-year distance equates to 5.88 trillion miles.
That is; 5,880,000,000,000. miles per year.
Multiply this by 100 years and this gives;
588,000,000,000,000 miles per 100 years.
And the graph below examines these figures, whereby during each 100 years
(still abiding by the exactly upright 'x' axis) light will travel 588 trillion miles on
the ( 'y' axis).

Diagram 44;
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And now we should move the 'x' axis to correlate to the blue line discussed
above, so as to include the expansion of the universe.

Diagram 45;
This concept greatly affects the famous Paradox of the two Twin's, whose
ages are said to differ because one of them, the astronaut, travels more
through space than time.
The blue line on the graph above (diagram 45) depicts the direction and
velocity of a craft travelling at 75% of the speed of light.
Following from my last essay (The Lorentz Paradox) whereby I disprove the
common application of the Lorentz Transformation, the graph cannot allow for
any contraction of time or space for this journey.
https://www.gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Research%20PapersRelativity%20Theory/Download/8083
In the graph below, diagram 46, I allow our astronaut 60 years for an out-andback trip to a distant location in space.
So, plotting her trip into a 60 year duration time-frame we have the blue lines
below. These incorporate slight curves that account for her acceleration and
deceleration periods throughout.
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Diagram 46;
As time (the newly angled, 'x' axis time-line) is closing in on the astronaut,
during her whole trip, her return timing will be shorter than that for her outward
journey, although, as you can see, the two distances match.
At 5.88 trillion miles to a light-year, this equates to 37 years for our astronaut's
outward journey and the return, (from the 117.6 marker), takes only 23 years.
A pulse of light, leaving earth at the same moment as the astronaut would
have travelled for 235.2 trillion miles at the turn-around point.
From the graph we should see that her outward trip, at 75%c, would take her
to the 163.17 trillion mile marker before she turns around. (Green line; this
being 75% of the 217.56 trillion miles that the light pulse has travelled).
However, accommodating for the acceleration and deceleration periods she
only reaches the 117.6 trillion mile marker, as shown in blue.
Her total travel time of 60 years equates with the actual time of her arrival
back on Earth, 60 Earth-years later, which, of course, is her stay-at-home
Twin's time also.
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Brian Cox, who employs the space-time graph from diagram 37 claims
dramatic effects from both time dilation and length contraction in similar
circumstances, allowing the prediction that a comparable astronaut, travelling
at near-light-speed, would see 59,000 years pass on Earth.
Now we see that this is just nonsense.
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